
SCIENCE: 
Humans and animals 
To be able to identify and name the main parts of the human 

circulatory system, and describe the functions of the heart, 

blood vessels and blood 

To be able to recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs 

and lifestyle on the way their bodies function 

To be able to describe the ways in which nutrients and water 

are transported within animals, including humans 

 

SMSC – Looking at how we survive (spiritual). 

 

P.E: 
 

UNIT Y - Partner work - 

Synchronisation and Canon 

To travel rhythmically and 

develop timing with a partner or 

small group using synchronisation 

and canon 

To adapt and develop movements 

and skills and work co-operatively 

with a partner 

To extend their understanding 

and use of levels, speeds and 

pathways 

To understand the compositional 

principles of sequencing and 

recognising when they are absent 

 
SMSC – Working in teams (social) 

 

R.E: 
How do Sikhs show 

commitment and 

belonging?(spiritual) 

Why are the gurus 

special in Sikhism? 

(spiritual and 

cultural) 

 

Why are Good 

Friday and Easter 

Day the most 

important days for 

Christians?(spiritual) 

 

 

ART AND 

DESIGN: 
Printmaking 

*Making analytical 

drawings from 

natural forms. 

*Developing unique 

state prints using 

Press Print 

reduction blocks. 

*Investigating 

Batik. 

 

SMSC - Working 

in teams (social) 

 

HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY: 
A study of the United Kingdom, identification of countries and major cities and counties, its geographical regions and their 

human and physical features and how these compare and contrast within this area. 

A focused study of the Lake District and key aspects of its human and physical geography. Geographical skills and fieldwork 

including the use of maps, atlases, globes and digital mapping.  

Geography Key Questions 

What are mountain environments? What do we know about mountains? Where would we find mountains? Where is our nearest 

mountain?  

Can you find mountainous area on a map? How do you know?  

Can you compare the physical and human features of a mountainous area in comparison to flat land? 

Can you find the main mountains of the world? Which mountains are the highest? 

What are mountainous places like? Anders/Snowdownia/Lake District? 

Can you investigate mountain environments? (Himalayas, Austrian Alps etc) 

How were mountains and mountain ranges formed? How are they changing? 

How does the weather compare in these places (e.g: different altitudes/seasons) 

How does the global position of the mountainous area affect it’s climate? 

What effect does the mountainous area have on life? (social and cultural) 

What would I need to do to plan a camping holiday to a mountainous area? What equipment would I need? What safety 

precautions are needed?  How could we find out about the weather conditions? 

SMSC - Tourism vs preservation (social, moral and cultural) 

ENGLISH: 
-identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of writing 

 - making comparisons within and across books - learning a wider range of poetry by heart 

checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their understanding and exploring the 

meaning of words in context - asking questions to improve their understanding 

 - drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives from their 

actions, and justifying inferences with evidence 

-summarising the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph, identifying key details that 

support the main ideas 

 - identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning language, 

considering the impact on the reader 

 

To be able to select appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices 

can change and enhance meaning 

To be able to select appropriate vocabulary to enhance meaning 

in narratives, describing settings, characters and atmosphere and integrating dialogue to 

convey character and advance the action 

précising longer passages 

using a wide range of devices to build cohesion within and across paragraphs 

using further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and to guide the 

reader [for example, headings, bullet points, underlining] 

SMSC – Looking at texts from different periods of time and places, addressing moral 

concerns (moral, cultural and spiritual) 

 

 

 

YEAR 6  

Spring 1st Half 

 

 

The Lake 

District 

MATHEMATICS: 

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication  & Division 

Multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the  

Formal written method of long multiplication and divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the formal written  method of long 

division, and interpret remainders as whole number remainders,  

       Perform mental calculations, including with mixed operations and large numbers and solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, 

deciding which operations and methods to use and why 

 Solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 

 Use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, an appropriate degree of accuracy. 

Identify common factors, common multiples and prime numbers use their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations Fractions 

(Including decimals) 

 Add and subtract fractions with different denominators and mixed numbers, using the concept of equivalent fractions 

 Multiply simple pairs of proper fractions, writing the answer in its simplest form [for example, ¼ x ½ = 1/8]  

 Divide proper fractions by whole numbers [for example, 1/3÷ 2 = 1/6]  

 Recall and use equivalences between simple fractions, decimals and percentages, including in different contexts. 

RATIO AND PROPORTION 

 Solve problems involving similar shapes where the scale factor is known or can be found 

 Solve problems involving the calculation of percentages [for example, of measures, and such as 15% of 360] and the use of percentages for comparison 

Solve problems involving unequal sharing and grouping using knowledge of fractions and multiples. 

SMSC – Problems in real life contexts (social) 

COMPUTING: 
E-Safety 

Children understand what is meant by a ‘Digital Footprint’ (social and moral) 

Evaluate their use of technology including the use of email, social networking, 

online gaming and mobile phones and consider how they present themselves online 

 

Communicate 

I know the difference between the internet and internet service e.g. world wide 

web.  

I can show an awareness of, and can use a range of internet services. 

I know how to effectively use search engines, and I know how search results are 

selected, including that search engines use 'web crawler programs'.  

I can show responsible use of technologies and online services, and I know a 

range of ways to report concerns. 

I can create a presentation with advice for others how to stay safe online.  

I know about different file types and how pictures are created. 

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY: 

 Bridges 

DESIGN 

Use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative, functional, appealing products that are fit for purpose, 

aimed at particular individuals or groups 

Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches, cross-sectional and exploded 

diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces and computer-aided design 

MAKE 

Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining and 

finishing], accurately 

Select from and use a wider range of materials and components, including construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according 

to their functional properties and aesthetic qualities 

EVALUATE 

Investigate and analyse a range of existing products (social) 

Evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider the views of others to improve their work 

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE 

Apply their understanding of how to strengthen, stiffen and reinforce more complex structures 

FRENCH: 

St Lucia study unit 

Children will study a different 

location in more detail, utilising 

skills from across the study 

units from Y3 – 6 in an exciting 

way. Children will study St 

Lucia: location, about the 

country, weather, crops, food 

and drink, comparing to South 

Tyneside, poetry work, 

attitudes (linked to racism) 

and finally presenting what 

they have learned about St 

Lucia. (cultural and spiritual) 

MUSIC: 
Songwriter 

(Exploring Lyrics 

and Melody) 

Twelve Bar Blues 
(alternate) 

This unit develops 

children’s ability to 

compose a song with 

an awareness of the 

relationship between 

lyrics and melody.  

(social and cultural) 



 

General Notices and Information 

Reading Books and Purple Diaries 

Must be in school EVERY day 

Reading books and library books changed on a Tuesday 

Homework 

In Year 6 homework will be sent regularly through the week.  

Work is to be completed on the sheets and to return the following day. As you know, Year 6 is a busy year and we are preparing the 

children for end year SATs, so we need to encourage as much practice as possible. We appreciate your support in encouraging homework 

to be completed and returned to school. 

Spelling tests 

Spelling tests and new spellings on a Monday 

PE 

Thursday (Indoors) 

 Water bottles 

Should be in school daily. 

 

SPECIAL DIARY DATES 

Technology Tom – designing and making bridges based on the current needs in the Lake District. 

Wednesday 6th January  

Sea Cadet Presentation 

Tuesday 19th January  

Please remember if you have any worries concerns or want to share good news from home the door is always open to arrange to meet 

with me. 

Thank you for your support. 

 


